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List of things to see

- Leaf falling
- Tram turning around
- My friend Eliza's non-verbal parrot saying g-day mate for the first time
- A lift breaking down and me in it
- Purple grapes
- The back of God
- A customs dog sniffing drugs

Eliza gets the conker and finds 20 dollars on the floor of a grocery.

She hates being tricked. When I was a kid I hated adults being nice to be just because I was a kid. I could feel that niceness choking me like cheap perfume. Luckily, like the sticky, juicy smell of perfume it would go away with time.

I hated especially this one dentist who would always put on his rubber gloves do his hands grew a new clean, fake skin and would say:

You're so beautiful you could be a model!

And if I went along with it politely and smiled he would think he had tricked me good. So I always made

Why is it such a cultural crime to be a tourist? How often travelers boast that they strayed from the tourist track or sheepishly admit that they did all the “obligatory” tourist things.

Perhaps the quest for authenticity remains? Or for cool? Maybe one’s activities abroad signal their class, preferences etc as much as clothes. But can you put on or off a country? Maybe the desire to see and possess geography, the desire to colonise is in all of us.

The tour guide on the original tour bus is a performance artist.

Novel - text msgs

She eavesdrops on text messages of everyone.

You can stop saying sorry now I forgive you. It will just take a while for me to stop feeling cross.

Ash dieback - semi sanguinlus

Everything works perfectly together - Japanese trees on Europe have fungii that kills pine but similar fungii here has no problem

Fungii hollow out trees to strengthen them

Everything is connected and makes sense except what began it

Mechanisms of coexistence

A plant will keep giving stuff to the fungii that continually feeds off it - it rewards loyalty because loyalty

Chapter structure and add this structure to my outline.

Washing dry and bring in laundry
Printing and postage? Ask Morgan

Today:

- Edmund's illegitimacy and sexual desire are absent and there seems to be no other thing in him
- Thomas bowdler wrote a version of King Lear and the fam Shakespeare suitable for women and children
- Yes, ted Hughes could not sleep at night because he adapted Shakespeare's work for the screen
- We have not the architecture to tell us how actors flew in the tempest, temple of love